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AbSTrACT

We propose that Information and Communication Technology should deliver a new experience to the user. 
We call this experience Kansei Experience. To deliver it we advocate the reliance on a new computing 
paradigm called cultural computing. Within this paradigm, we develop the concept of Kansei Media and 
how it could be implemented via Kansei Mediated Interaction. Kansei Media is about sharing implicit 
knowledge such as feelings, emotions and moods. We aim for a Kansei Experience, rendered by Kansei 
Media, which relates to reality, and enhances it to enlighten the user. To do so we investigate the aesthet-
ics of the experience we wish to produce. Finally, to develop the concept of Kansei Mediated Experience 
we refer two cultures (Western and Eastern) and use famous stories from both as means of delivering 
guidelines for the implementation of Kansei Experience. [Article copies are available for purchase from 
InfoSci-on-Demand.com]    
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INTroDuCTIoN

We spend a significant amount of time inter-
acting with Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT), using mobile phones, desk-
top computers, game consoles and so on. As 
a result, Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 
nowadays has shifted its approach from a focus 
on the computer, originally a scarce resource, 
to a focus on the user, and the merging of in-
formation and communication technologies. It 
has evolved into being about the user and what 

an ICT system can deliver to him/her. We are 
convinced that now is the time to look further 
and assess the user gains, from ICT usage, in 
terms of experience and affects. Thanks to 
Cognitive Informatics (CI), there has already 
been some work in this area with the study 
of the user internal information processing of 
the brain (Wang, 2007). CI has focused on the 
relationship between information, computer 
science and mathematics on the one hand and 
neurobiology, cognitive science and psychology 
on the other hand (Wang, 2003). CI studies the 
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way ICT users process internally information. 
However there is no strong emphasis on the 
experience user gain from such processing. 
We would like to go further, as we believe 
there is now a need to address the affects such 
process has on ICT users. There is a need for 
an experience that stimulates and triggers some 
cognitive functions with a strong affect their 
beholder. The most relevant cognitive func-
tions, in this context, are: reflexes, sensations, 
thoughts, dreams, emotions, moods, and drives. 
These functions can be ordered according to 
their life-span (see Figure 2, note that this is 
a simplified description of these functions). 
The functions at the short end are triggered 
and running before we become aware of them. 
The functions at the other end are what make 
us ourselves and we are aware of them most 
of the time via introspection and retrospective 
analysis. As for the cognitive functions in the 
middle range, these are the functions that we 
are mostly aware of while they emerge in our 
mind and then disappear.

We have used this simplified list of func-
tions during the implementation of a new 
interaction we have proposed called Kansei 
Mediated Interaction (KMI). That is because 
these cognitive functions are strongly associ-
ated with different systems in our body (brain, 
spinal cord, somatic system, autonomic system, 
endocrine system, and genetic system in Figure 
3). In turn, these links help us design the right 
interaction (challenges, stimulus, body intakes, 
behaviour, sex in Figure 3) through various body 

parts and control systems. To achieve KMI, we 
have proposed to implement the user interface 
interaction using a combination of channels and 
medias exploring these links between cognitive 
functions and body systems (e.g. narrative, ac-
tuators, drinks, day long event in Figure 3). In 
this example we focus on the implementation 
of KMI within entertainment systems.

Our conviction of a need for ICT usage 
to be an enriching experience, an experience 
that yields positive affect, better feelings and 
enhanced inner balance, implies the re-focus of 
HCI into the user experience and the fulfilment 
of his/her needs, requirements and desires. 
Within this view, Salem and Rauterberg (2004) 
have proposed a Needs Requirements and 
Desires (NRD) model, where the user is at the 
centre, and all needs requirements and desires 
radiate from it. It is an egocentric, egoistic and 
hedonistic model. In this model, needs relates to 
the essentials, requirements to the necessary and 
desires to the optional. The fulfilment of user 
needs have been addressed with ergonomics, 
and the fulfilment of user requirements with 
applications and interface designs. We believe 
the user desires has been somewhat poorly, if at 
all, addressed. A good start would be a different 
user interaction principle.

Novel user Interaction

Current understandings of users, as they have 
emerged from the office and the workplace 
(the initial domain of application for ICT), are 

Figure 2. Familiar cognitive functions duration: from seconds to a lifetime
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not adequate and relevant anymore (Monk et 
al., 2002). A different approach seems neces-
sary, to take into consideration the nowadays 
prevalence of ICT usage. There are many 
approaches that could be adopted, one is ubiq-
uitous computing, addressing issues related to 
the growingly pervasive nature of ICT (Weiser, 
1999). Another approach is ambient intelligence 
(Aarts, 2002), (Aarts & Marzano, 2003) and its 
attempt at predicting what a person may want 
(Maes, 2005). 

The term “Ambient Intelligence” (AmI) re-
flects is the integration of: Ubiquitous Comput-
ing, Ubiquitous Communication, and Intelligent 
User Friendly Interfaces. The emphasis of AmI 
is on greater user-friendliness, more efficient 
services support, user empowerment and sup-
port for human interactions. An AmI environ-
ment is capable of recognising and responding 
to the presence of different individuals, working 
in a seamless, unobtrusive and often invisible 
way. Some key features characterise AmI, such 
as context awareness, personalisation and ad-
aptation (Vasilakos & Pedrycz, 2006). Context 
awareness is achieved when location, identities 
of nearby people and objects, and changes to 
those objects are taken into account by the AmI 
system (Schilit & Theimer, 1994).

We are enthusiastic about the potentials of 
this approach, however, we are concerned with 
the proactive aspect of the interaction and be-
lieve in a balanced interaction that is neither fully 
proactive nor fully reactive to the user. In doing 
so, we have chosen to move away from a focus 
on the user skills, cognitive load, behaviours 
and abilities; to a focus on the user emotions, 
feelings, affections and experience. In effect, 
transforming ICT usage into an experience of 
the emotional and sensual aspects of interaction 
(McCarthy & Wright, 2004). To achieve this we 
would like to shift the purpose of the interaction 
design from solely aiming for a greater usability 
of the interface to seeking better addressing of 
a wider range of issues including in particular 
aesthetic and beauty. Aesthetic and beauty are 
known to give satisfaction to the mind (see 
various encyclopaedias definitions of the two 
concepts). Why shall there be a tension between 
usability and aesthetics? While usability can 
be easily measured and evaluated, aesthetic 
cannot, but there is no reason why these two 
should not be brought together, and a good 
design implies a balance between beauty and 
usability (Norman, 2002). 

Figure 3. From human control mechanisms to entertainment [CNS: Central Nervous System, 
PNS: Peripheral Nervous System] (from Salem et al., 2006).
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Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 
trend

We propose the investigation of a computing 
paradigm that goes beyond user needs and 
requirements. We see Cultural Computing as 
potentially the paradigm that allows the user 
to experience the fulfilment of his/her desires. 
In this paradigm, emphasis is put on cultural 
values and artefacts, rather than on conventional 
interaction design aspects. Such an emphasis 
creates opportunities for Cultural Computing to 
develop as an HCI (Human Computer Interac-
tion) paradigm. Through cultural computing, 
we are seeking a media that can deliver an 
experience of aesthetics, emotions and inner 
balance. To deliver an aesthetically successful 
interface, one has to rely on some rules and 
style. While proposing a model approach or 
some mechanisms to deliver aesthetics, Ma-
cLennan (1997) points out that mathematical 
modelling is always incomplete. Ngo, Teo and 
Byrne (2002) have focused on the understanding 
of UI Aesthetics as the visual organisation of 
the interface (i.e. layout). They have proposed 
14 measures to assess the aesthetics of the 
UI. These are: (1) Balance, (2) Equilibrium, 
(3) Symmetry, (4) Sequence, (5) Cohesion, 
(6) Unity, (7) Proportion, (8) Simplicity, (9) 
Density, (10) Regularity, (11) Economy, (12) 
Homogeneity, (13) Rhythm and finally, (14) 
Order and Complexity. It is a rather complex 
set of measures with some overlapping. These 
measures are universal and intercultural, in the 
sense that all human appreciate them as aesthetic 
properties. This is an important, as otherwise 
the cultural computing paradigm could rely on 
other cultural values that are not necessarily 
universally shared. 

The potential cultural dependency of the 
interaction developed is still however present 
(Nisbett et al., 2001).  Although the cultural 
dependency is somewhat a drawback it has 
many advantages. It allows for a much richer 
experience to be rendered. This is thanks to the 
complexity and depth of the semantics involved 
and the user familiarity with them. There is also 
the advantage of higher bandwidth of informa-

tion at the interface as symbolic meanings and 
implicit knowledge can be used. The interface 
is not limited to explicit messages and mean-
ings anymore. However, there is a challenge in 
finding culturally rich media that could be used 
to deliver our proposed system. 

kANSEI MEDIA

We propose the use of Kansei aesthetics and 
media as an approach to deliver effectively en-
richment and positive affect. Kansei aesthetics 
deal with the aesthetic aspect of attribute and 
properties. It is about the aesthetics of feelings 
and impressions. In other words a combination 
of the different aesthetics described in the previ-
ous sections. Kansei media is the combination 
of communication channels that carry these 
aesthetic values.

Kansei (感性) is a multifaceted word with 
a context dependent meaning. Kansei deals 
with emotions, feelings and moods. It relates 
to attributes and properties that render feelings 
and impressions. Kansei is about subjective, 
personal and self-centered experiences. Origi-
nally, Kansei was associated with engineering 
and was defined as the translating of a consumer 
feelings and image of a product into some of 
the design elements used to create that product 
(Nagamachi, 1995). Kansei engineering relates 
user subjective perception and experience with 
product parameters and specifications.  In this 
perspective, Kansei Media is a form of multi-
media communication that carries non-verbal, 
emotional and Kansei information (Nakatsu et 
al., 2005a). Kansei Communication is about 
sharing implicit knowledge such as feelings, 
emotions and moods (see Figure 1). The media 
channels used to do so, are voice tone, non-ver-
bal communication, appearance etc…

Kansei media is about exchanging cultural 
values in a seemingly natural and unconstrained 
way. As such, there is potentially a drawback in 
that Kansei media is culturally dependent and 
calling for a personalisation of the mediation to 
suit cultural particularities. However, this can 
be addressed by ensuring that Kansei media is 
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about as much universal content as possible 
(e.g. not about local trends and contents but 
global beliefs and values). In Kansei media 
several new media are added to multimedia 
and multimodal communication, they relate to 
Kansei information, which is essentially aesthet-
ics information. Such information will trigger 
feelings, impressions and emotions. 

kansei Media Interaction kMI

The integration of multiple, multimodal and 
Kansei Media can enable a type of interac-
tion that is neither biased towards cognition, 
nor biased towards awareness. An interaction 
biased towards cognition would be one that 
only requires cognition from the user such as 
text command interface. While, an interaction 
biased towards awareness would be based on the 
user perception of the interface, for example a 
simple shooting game on a virtual environment. 
A balanced combination of cognition and aware-
ness to deliver a positive experience is what 
we call Kansei Mediated Interaction (KMI). 
In this paper we propose KMI as the underly-
ing interaction principle to support the cultural 

computing paradigm and to deliver a Kansei 
Experience. KMI goes beyond traditional HCI 
and aims to let the user experience aesthetics, 
emotions and inner balance. We hope KMI will 
enlighten the user, rather than just deliver an 
interface with high usability.

What are the design guidelines applicable 
to KMI? First, from the user interaction view 
the key features are: (1) natural and usable, (2) 
context aware and adapted, (3) automated cap-
ture and access, and (4) always available but not 
invasive. Second, from the user experience view 
the key dimensions are: (1) beauty and pleas-
antness, (3) emotions, (4) cultural values, (5) 
satisfactions, and (6) aesthetic experiences.

Furthermore, a Kansei Media Interface is 
designed for a person, not generic users. This 
means that the user interface should be so flex-
ible and intelligent to tailor its features to the 
user. This would increase the usability of the 
system by enhancing and optimising our senses 
and enriching our experience. For this reason, 
personalisation is required and fundamental 
to KMI. A KMI system should be sensible to 
the user’s feedback, and should be capable of 
modifying the interaction that has been or will 

Figure 1. Three interaction modes: Explicit, Implicit and Kansei
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be performed. In other words, KMI systems 
should be adaptive. Generally speaking, adap-
tive systems are designed to deal with changing 
environmental conditions whilst maintaining 
performance objectives. With KMI it is also 
about maintaining a positive and enriching 
experience, while being ware of the context of 
use. Context awareness and adaptation have the 
potential to yield an experience fusion between 
the reality, the culture and the society of the user 
is in and the ICT service s/he is enjoying. The 
system is aware of its own state and in relation 
with other systems notably those that relate to 
its user(s). At the same time a KMI must be 
aware of user intentions, state of mind and, 
desires. If the interaction is Kansei there is a 
feeling of harmony, because of the synergetic 
combination of the media the user is exposed 
to. If in addition the interaction is made natu-
ral and highly immersive, the user can have a 
Kansei Experience.  In the sense that the user 
experiences a reality augmented with his/her 
experience of the KMI. It is an experience of 
environments fusion/juxtaposition, an experi-
ence that could be compared to enlightenment 
that we call Kansei Experience.

Kansei Experience should deliver an 
experience that is effective, efficient and sat-
isfactory. These are similar to the guidelines 
of ISO 9241 (ISO, 1984). However, in that 
standard effectiveness is described as accuracy 
and completeness, efficiency relates to the 
expenditure of resources and satisfaction to 
the freedom from discomfort and the attitude 
towards usage. In our case we expend these 
definitions. Effectiveness relates to how good 
the system is at causing/achieving the desired 
results. Efficiency is about how minimal are the 
resources to achieve the desired results. As for 
user satisfaction, it relates to the user experience 
and its aesthetics (see Jordan, 1998). But how 
can Kansei Experience be implemented? 

AESTHETICS

In Kansei media Experience the quality of the 
experience and the aesthetic of the experience 

should be used as a measurement of successful 
implementation. Nakatsu, Rauterberg and Vor-
derer (2005) pointed out that aesthetics should 
be systematically connected to entertainment 
theory. Aesthetics could be defined, explained 
and explored in many ways and still remains as 
evasive and unknown. What is aesthetics and 
why as humans we have sought and are seeking 
aesthetics? In general, aesthetic can be associ-
ated with the concept of beauty, it can also be 
the canon of beauty or its experience. In one 
sense, it is the measurement of beauty. Such 
a measure is associated with pleasure. Thus 
featuring beauty yields aesthetic pleasantness 
(Berlyne, 1960). Mentioning pleasantness im-
plies a key fact about aesthetic, it is experienced 
by the beholder of the experience (Matravers, 
2003). This makes the concept rather subjective 
and difficult to quantify. Furthermore, beauty 
needs not and should not, within this context, 
be limited to visual beauty. Any of our senses 
could be involved as well (Suzuki, 1959; Ser-
vomaa, 2001). So to redefine the concept in 
a more encompassing way, it is better to say 
that aesthetic is a subjective assessment of the 
beauty of an experience (Arcilla, 2002). The 
beauty of an experience can be translated into 
the pleasantness of the experience (e.g., ‘tea 
ceremony’ discussed by Ekuan, 1998, p. 28ff). 
In turn the pleasantness of an experience relates 
to the emotions triggered and their intensity. The 
emotional outcome of an experience is therefore 
an essential part of its aesthetic assessment, 
since emotions have a hedonistic bias in their 
occurrence (Cupchik, 1994,). The aesthetic 
experience is ultimately about a satisfaction 
resulting from the experience. Cupchik (1994) 
discusses two principles from pragmatic and 
emotional processing in everyday life that are 
generalised to the aesthetic realm. In everyday 
processing, important experiences are linked 
with bodily feelings of pleasure and arousal 
(Berlyne, 1960). In addition, meanings, which 
are contingent on specific contexts, are associ-
ated with blends of primary emotions (Millis, 
2001). Aesthetics has therefore any combina-
tion of the following four key components: 
(1) beauty, (2) pleasantness, (3) emotions, and 
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(4) satisfaction. Aesthetics could result from 
exposure to a perceivable form (e.g., physical, 
acoustic, olfactorial), the performance of an 
action (e.g., body expression, motor activity, 
etc.) or simply a mental experience (e.g., reading 
a book, meditation, etc.); see also the concept 
of integrated presence in Nakatsu, Rauterberg 
and Vorderer (2005).

Aesthetic can be described as the combi-
nation of beauty, pleasantness, emotions and 
satisfaction. It can be experienced from the 
perception of a form, the performance of an 
action or from a mental experience (Salem and 
Rauterberg 2005b). Such perceptions include 
a combination of any of sensory, synesthetic 
(combination and mixture of senses), cognitive, 
autonomic and motor experience (see Figure 
6). Furthermore another type of aesthetics ex-
ists, namely social aesthetic. It relates to one’s 
culture and is represented by attitudes, norms, 
values and beliefs. In general, the artifacts 
produced by that society also represent the 
social aesthetic.

Aesthetics of the Form and 
Content

The classical understanding of aesthetics relates 
it to the perception of physical beauty and bal-
ance. It is about the perception of proportions, 
symmetry, harmony and appearance (e.g., 
Locher et al., 1998). This kind of aesthetics is 
relevant to the interface design in the sense of 
the forms, their arrangement and the timing of 
their rendering. It relates to the visual form and 
content as well as  to other forms and contents. 
Sounds, for example and other modalities are 
involved as well. In effect any of our senses let 
us experience aesthetics of this kind. And thus a 
synergetic combination of sense in a multimedia 
multimodal experience will yield a stronger 
experience of aesthetics. This would occur 
when one modality reinforces the perception 
resulting from another, e.g. sound and image 
render the same message (Karat et. al., 2002). 
This is achievable because human perception 
can take several forms that can be used in this 

context (see Figure 6). The experience can be 
sensory (how we perceive), synesthetic (how 
we combine perception), cognitive (how we 
think), autonomic (how our ‘gut feeling’ tells 
us we feel), and motor (how we act and do). 
This is of particular relevance for the developer 
of aesthetic pleasing experience.

Aesthetics of the Movement and 
Action

The aesthetics of the movement and action is an 
understanding of aesthetics inspired from the 
world of performing art such as mime theatre 
and dance. This aspect of aesthetics is related to 
the perceived quality of performed movements 
and actions, such as the strength shown by an 
athlete while running the 100mtrs, the lightness 
of a ballet dancer and the caricatured gestures of 
a mime performer. The aesthetics of the move-
ments can also be related to one’s movements 
and actions. Yamamoto (1999) relates it to the 
Japanese concept of iki which includes even 
to daily behaviour. Moen (2005) investigates 
experience from the perspective of dance and 
body movement philosophy. He proposes full-
body movement interaction called kinaesthetic 
movement interaction. It is an interaction where 
the body movements are used both as Input 
and output, exploiting human kinaesthetic 
sense. Moen sees dance as the basis for move-
ment interaction, and has developed a device: 
Bodybug that can be interacted with by dancing. 
The vision being of users choreographing body 
movement interactions to achieve aesthetics, 
pleasure, functional satisfaction while respect-
ing personal differences (Moen, 2005). 

In the context of user interaction, the 
performance of a movement or an action can 
be assessed them in terms of effect on Needs, 
Requirements and Desires (NRD). The fulfil-
ment of one of the NRD would yield a positive 
aesthetic experience of the movement or the 
action, and ultimately of the interaction. An 
example of this is the performance of an ac-
tion that will result in a comfortable relaxing 
body posture.
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Aesthetic of the Experience

An aesthetics experience can have either of 
three origins: (1) the aesthetics of the perception 
(AoP, as discussed in the section before last), 
(2) the aesthetics of the cognition (AoC; Cup-
chik, 1994), or (3) the aesthetics of the action 
(AoA, as discussed in the last section). In all 
three cases aesthetics relate to the experience 
one has and his/her assessment of it. Aesthetics 
are related to subjective, personal, changing 
and sometimes-irrational aspects of one’s life. 
This could be for example the way one feels 
after watching a movie (AoP), listening to some 
music (AoP), looking as some painting (AoP), 
having a break-through idea or a deep insight 
(AoC), or highly immersed dancing (AoA). 

Cultural Aesthetics

While so far we have explained aesthetics from 
a personal point of view, there is another aspect 
of aesthetics relating to more than a person, 
that is of relevance. Some examples of cultural 
aesthetics would be related to trends, culture or 
religions. Within the context of entertainment 
we wish to focus on social aesthetics related 
to culture (see also Rauterberg, 2004). Culture 
has long been associated with arts, leisure and 

entertainment. It seems therefore a good start-
ing point that we wish to develop further with 
Kansei aesthetics.

kansei, Inner balance and 
Enlightenment

Ultimately the fulfilment of all of one’s desires 
is achieved when one becomes freed from them. 
Attachment to desires can only yield disillusion. 
True fulfilment can be reach with enlightenment 
(see the teaching of Buddha as an example). 
However is enlightenment a definable concept 
that can be applied to computing? And, what is 
enlightenment? (To stay within the scope of this 
paper, we will only briefly address this topic).

The peoples of three distinct regions of the 
world created the religious and philosophical 
traditions that have continued to nourish hu-
manity into the present day: Confucianism and 
Daoism in China; Hinduism and Buddhism in 
India; monotheism and philosophical rational-
ism in The Mediterranean and the Middle-East. 
‘Monotheism’ and ‘philosophical rationalism’ 
are the religious and philosophical foundations 
of the Western world. In this perspective there 
are three monotheist religions in the West (in 
chronological order): Judaism, Christianity 
and Islam. 

Figure 6. Several forms of human perception.
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Religions are sets of beliefs and rituals 
made up of both personal practices and sys-
tems of values. In a simplified sense, religions 
are a way of life and a coherent set of beliefs 
that lead to a better spirituality. For the sake 
of simplification, and within the context of 
this paper, religious lead to a detachment 
from earthly concerns, and enlightenment. We 
could state that enlightenment has been defined 
both in the West and in the East. Kant (1784) 
gave a first answer to the question, “What is 
Enlightenment?” He indicated that the ‘way 
out’ that characterises Enlightenment in the 
West is a process that releases us from the 
status of ‘immaturity’; and by ‘immaturity,’ 
he meant a certain state of our will that makes 
us accept someone else’s authority to lead us 
in areas where the use of reason is called for. 
Enlightenment is defined by a modification of 
the pre-existing relation linking will, authority, 
and the use of reason. In the Hindu religion, 
enlightenment is compared to Moksha. It is 
achieved when one reach higher awareness 
than consciousness, time, space and causation. 
A level when being is no more different from 
experiencing. In Buddhism, Bodhi is the state 
reached by the Buddha and his disciples. It is 
reached on the complete understanding of the 
true nature of the universe. Zen Buddhism uses 
two concepts Kencho (見性) and Satori (悟り) to 
describe enlightenment. Kensho refers to the first 
perception of true-nature. Satori on the other hand 
refers to a more permanent perception. Kensho 
is the initial awakening experience, while Satori 
is the more lasting experience of enlightenment. 
Both are however transitional compared with 
the Nirvana, which is the state of great inner 
peace, balance and contentment.

How can we make use of an understanding 
of enlightenment in the context of ICT usage? 
We can understand that enlightenment is a state 
of awareness and experience. The beholder of 
which has a deeper understanding of him/her-
self and is free from many desires. Desires 
that otherwise would be detrimental to his/her 
experience and thus existence. We postulate that 
enlightenment could be achieved by an enjoy-
able, enriching and engaging experience.

Enlightenment is therefore of great inter-
est within the perspective of the paradigm of 
cultural computing. Within this paradigm, it is 
our vision that Kansei Experience can deliver 
enlightenment to the user by helping him/her 
attain a deeper and richer experiencing and 
understanding of reality. To do so, Kansei 
Experience needs to be enjoyable in the sense 
of entertaining and stimulating. It also needs 
to be enriching, by helping reach a better and 
deeper understanding of the instant and it 
needs to be engaging by being immersive and 
helping the user focus and detach him/herself 
from reality. We advocate that these qualities 
will make Kansei Experience an aesthetically 
pleasant experience, an experience that trigger 
and involve emotions and an experience that 
yield an inner balance to its user. 

METHoDoLoGy: 
IMPLEMENTING kANSEI 
EXPErIENCE

Inspiration from a Precursor 

There are many early systems we could have 
selected as inspiration. Virtual Reality Sys-
tems and Game consoles are some examples. 
However, we feel that a relevant precursor to 
our proposal is the Sensorama system. It was 
designed to stimulate the senses of the user with 
the aim of simulating a realistic experience. Vari-
ous applications were proposed for this system. 
It was developed to be an arcade game, a train-
ing and educational tool. the system let the user 
experience a ride on a motorbike around a city. 
Rightfully, Sensorama is considered as the pre-
cursor of many interaction developments such 
as multi-media and Virtual Reality. Sensorama 
implemented a range of media with the intent 
of simulating a realistic experience. It relied on 
the synesthetic perception of combined media, 
such as smells, wind, noises associated with a 
bike ride in a town (Heiling, 1962).

The aim of the Sensorama system was 
to render a high-fidelity realistic experience, 
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similar to a music system playing a high-fidelity 
recording. We aim to go beyond this and render 
a Kansei Experience that relates to reality, but 
enhances it to enlighten the user. 

Another source of inspiration is the Maiko 
girls in Kyoto, Japan. They are apprentice 
Geishas and are highly sophisticated and 
skilled entertainers. Although not actually an 
ICT system, Maiko girls “deliver a service to 
users”. In essence, Maiko job and skills are to 
make their client feel good and pleased. This 
is achieved by combining art performance, 
entertainment, game play and educated and 
cultured conversations. It is also thanks to a 
highly subtle and perfectly timed body language 
and facial expressions in combination with a 
complex accoutrement. 

What is most relevant about these two ex-
amples apart from their intrinsic values, is that 
while the first is essentially recreating a reality 
the second is about rendering an experience. 
Whit KMI we are interested in a combination of 

both. While it is straightforward to understand 
the rendering of a reality in similar fashion 
to a Virtual Reality system, the rendering of 
an experience is a more challenging task that 
requires the mastering of some aesthetics and 
emotion triggering principles.

Interaction Experience

Our aim is about allowing the user to experi-
ence an interaction that is closely related to the 
core aspects of his/her culture. In a way that 
let him/her engage with the interface using the 
values and attributes of his/her own culture. As 
such it is important to understand one’s cultural 
values and how to use and render them during 
the interaction. As there are many cultures that 
we could investigate, there is a need to select a 
subset of cultures. In this paper we will focus on 
two representative sub-cultures, one from the 
Western world prevailing in Britain, and one 
from the Eastern World prevailing in Japan. 

Figure 4. The Sensorama Simulator (from Heiling, 1962)
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To understand both cultures in a way 
that would fit the objectives of our interests, 
we have sought illustrative examples of both. 
Thus, we have investigated illustrative stories 
that are well known, accessible, classical in 
their respective cultures and relevant from the 
point of view of cultural computing. We also 
looked for stories that would be helpful in the 
understanding of the essential aspects of both 
Western and Eastern cultures. Our approach is 
to create an interaction based on the cultural 
values highlighted in these stories. 

Illustrative Stories

The origin of stories from the Western culture 
(i.e. the Mediterranean) can be traced back to 
Greek mythology. An example of Greek my-
thology is the Illiad and the Odyssey written 
by Homer in the 8th Century BC. Illiad tells the 
story of the siege of the city of Illium during 
the Trojan War. The Odyssey describes the 
heroic journey back home from the Trojan war 
of Odysseus king of Ithaca. As for the Eastern 
Culture of Japan, the original works are the two 

mythological books Kojiki and Nihonshoki., 
completed in 712 and 720 respectively. Kojiki 
describes various myths and legends of Japan. 
It starts at the beginning of the world and ends 
at the reign of Empress Suiko. Nihonshoki, on 
the other hand, is a compilation of the chronicles 
of Japan. Kojiki emphasise the mythical while 
Nihonshoki is more factual.

The historical mythologies could have 
been used, but within the context of our work 
they are rather complex in content, narrative 
and plot. We have selected less predominant 
stories but relevant nonetheless. For the East-
ern culture it is the story of The Ox Herding 
attributed to a Ch’an master (circa 1200s). 
Although the story is of Chinese origin, as 
with many other cultural elements, it has been 
adopted into Japanese culture. For the Western 
culture we have selected Alice in Wonderland 
by Lewis Carroll (1865). These stories help 
understand the underlying cultural value or 
question it. For the Eastern culture, the value 
dealt with is enlightenment, while it is orderly 
rational reason for the Western culture. In the 
next section we present an overview of these 

Figure 5. Maiko Girls heading to a function in Gion, Kyoto, Japan (photo B. Salem)
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stories, and describe the introductory phase of 
the experience of these stories.

Eastern Culture: Story of the ‘ox 
Herding’

This short story has ten steps: 

1. Seeking the ox: Starting the journey, while 
being unaware that a dualist approach 
cannot lead to the understanding of the 
true nature of mind. There should not be 
a mind/body separation.

2. Seeing the ox tracks: Although the ox is still 
not seen, the tracks confirm its existence, 
and leads to it. Through self-discipline and 
training, it is possible to rediscover one’s 
true self.

3. Seeing the Ox: The path to enlightenment 
has been seen. It is about finding one’s true 
self, through trial and errors (see Figure 
7.1).

4. Catching the Ox: Although the ox has been 
seen, the difficulty now is to catch it (see 
Figure 7.2).

5. Herding the Ox: Kencho is finally obtained 
after a long period of disciplinary training.  
However, the Kencho attained is only a 
stepping stone towards Satori (see Figure 
7.3).

6. Coming Home on the Ox Back: The ef-
forts paid off. The ox and the herder move 
together effortlessly. This shows the state 
in which one completely finds one’s true 

self, that is, the state in which one obtains 
Satori (see Figure 7.4).

7. Ox is forgotten: The ox and the herder 
become one. Dualism has been overcome 
and the herder has no worldly attachments 
any more.

8. Both Ox and self-forgotten: The separation 
of reality from the mind is gone. Enlight-
enment is experienced and the mind has 
escaped.

9. Returning to the source: Back to square 
one. The world carries on as always.

10. Returning to help others: The enlightened 
has renounced all to selflessly help others 
(see Figure 7.5).

The ten Ox Herding Pictures (Figure 7) are 
an imagery of an illusion to be negated before a 
seeker can experience enlightenment. In these 
pictures, the ox symbolise the mind, while the 
herder the seeker. The illusion being that reality 
is separate from the mind (Buddhanet, 2006). 
These metaphorical steps help one achieve 
Kensho and at a later stage Satori. 

Implementing the ox-Herding 
Experience

The user, the Ox-Herder, is in a beautiful 
surrounding. There is a refreshing stream, 
beautiful trees and so forth. However, the Ox-
Herder is still not satisfied. S/He is looking for 
something else, inner peace and contentment. 
S/He therefore embarks in a spiritual journey, 

7.1. Step 3 7.2. Step 4 7.3. Step 5 7.4. Step 6 7.5. Step 10

Figure 7. Various representations of the Ox Herding Steps
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unaware that the true nature of the mind can-
not be find in a dualistic view of the world. As 
a metaphor, the herder is searching for the ox, 
it is a spiritual search leading to a change of 
lifestyle and the eradication of bad habits. This 
path is difficult to find. The Ox-Herder is a little 
lost, little confused, running here and there. 
S/He is searching for something but he is not 
even sure what he is looking for. The spiritual 
path has not started yet, but the Ox-Herder feel 
somewhat uncomfortable and unsatisfied. S/He 
realise that material things are not sufficient for 
long-lasting happiness. This is the inspirational 
motivation to search and seek the ox.

Figure 8 shows the storyline of the early 
stage of the ox-herding experience as we are 
implementing it in a videogame. In our proposed 
implementation, physiological parameters 
(heart rate, galvanic skin conductance, breathing 
rate) are used alongside a conventional game 
controller. These parameters are used to ensure 
a transfer of user inner state into the game char-
acter progress through the narrative.

Western Culture: Story of ‘Alice in 
Wonderland’

Western culture is based on Cartesian logic, 
analytical reasoning and a linear and constant 
flow of time. Western culture in general is based 

on Monotheist religions (Judaism, Christianity, 
and Islam) that are concerned with certainty 
and absolutism: in the sense of absolute cer-
tain truth.

In this context, Alice's adventures are the 
antithesis of Western Culture. Her adventures 
happen in a world of paradox, the absurd and the 
improbable (Wikipedia, 2006). The key aspects 
of Alice in Wonderland can be resumed in the 
following points: (1) a non-linear non-constant 
time flow; (2) a distortion of space and people; 
(3) a counter-intuitive, common sense defying 
heuristics. 

As a children’s story, Alice in Wonder-
land can be used to give interesting examples 
of many of the basic concepts of adolescent 
psychology. Her experiences can be seen as 
symbolic depictions of important aspects of 
adolescent development, such as initiation, 
identity formation, and physical, cognitive, 
moral, and social development (Lough, 1983). 
Alice’s adventures are directly challenging the 
strongly held belief of a linear, single track and 
sequential reality.

Implementing the Alice Experience

We have built a large-scale installation to re-
create six stages of the Alice in wonderland 
adventures. The stages are: Down the rabbit 

Figure 8. Various representations of the Ox Herding Steps (drawings by Ian Young)

8.1 Setting the scene 8.2 Looking around

8.3 Seeking the ox 8.4 Seeing the ox track
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hole, eat me and drink me, swimming in the sea 
of tears, talking to a caterpillar, and in discus-
sion with the Cheshire cat. The installation is 
designed for individual exploration. Through the 
various stages, users experience boredom and 
curiosity (waiting and then following a white 
rabbit), spatial disorientation (going down the 
rabbit hole), size disorientation (thanks to eat 

me and drink me), re-genesis (swimming in sea 
of one’s own tears), the self (in a dialogue with 
the caterpillar) and finally sanity (in a dialogue 
with the Cheshire cat).

Figure 10 shows the Alice Installation 
we have built for investigation of the Alice 
experience.

9.1. Alice 9.2. The Caterpillar 9.3. Cheshire Cat 9.4. Tea Party

Figure 9. Alice Adventures in Wonderland (from Wikipedia)

10.1 Looking down the rabbit hole 10.2 Drink me and Eat me

10.3 In dialogue with the caterpillar 10.4 Talking to the Cheshire cat

Figure 10. Inside our Alice installation (from Hu et al., 2008)
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Discussion: Guidelines for kansei 
Mediated Experience

Both stories are closely related to their respective 
cultures and are different in many aspects that 
we list in table 1. These differences reinforce a 
certain cultural dependency of Kansei Experi-
ence systems.

The challenges of implementing a success-
ful Kansei Mediated Experience require the 
adoption of a different computing paradigm. 
Cultural Computing is one paradigm that al-
lows for the rendering of a user experience. 
Furthermore, we suggest Kansei Media, as it 
relates to cultural values, emotions and aesthet-
ics. To deliver a Kansei Experience, we propose 
the following issues as the main challenges to 
address at the implementation of the system: 
(1) The Kansei Media to use, (2) the cultural 
values to base the Kansei Experience on, (3) 
the affects on the user we wish to render and 
(4) the aesthetics canons to follow.

The Kansei media can be based on a variety 
of contents, for example to seek calmness, intro-
spection or engagement. Is the Kansei Experi-
ence about strengthening personal agency and 
will or reinforcing harmony and holistic balance. 
The cultural values could focus on the system 
of thoughts like linear analytical thinking, or 
on other cultural value like morals or beliefs. 

The affects on the user can be about self ques-
tioning, attaining a deeper perception. Finally, 
the aesthetic canons can rely on music, visual 
atmosphere and other aspects of the experience 
to deliver beauty to the user. 

However, because of the complexity of 
the experience proposed, the same user could 
understand and appreciate the implementation 
of an interaction inspired from ‘Alice in Won-
derland Adventures’, while be puzzled if s/he 
was presented with an interaction inspired from 
the ‘Ox Herder story’. Similarly, another user 
would appreciate the second implementation 
and be confused by the first.

CoNCLuSIoN

In this paper we have attempted to define and 
explain a novel concept we call Kansei Ex-
perience using Kansei Media. In our opinion 
Kansei Experience is a promising development 
because it allows for the delivery of both ex-
plicitly and implicitly rich experiences. Kansei 
Experience is also of relevance nowadays with 
the acknowledgment of emotions and feelings 
as important component of our cognitive func-
tions. For a possible implementation of Kansei 
Experience we have proposed entertainment 
as the application domain. Our vision is of an 

Ox Herder Alice in wonderland

Characters The herder and the ox Alice and others, each possessing its own 
paradox

Plot Successive steps to attain higher experience A succession of paradox and illogical events

Timeline Could be up to lifetime Non-linear

Location Delocalised Various locations somehow “connected”

Artefacts None are essential Cakes, mushroom, tea and various familiar 
objects.

Thoughts Spiritual and holistic Analytical, logical and linear

Value Harmony Personal agency

Narrative 3rd person 1st person

Table 1. Comparing Ox Herder and Alice Adventures in Wonderland stories
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environment where the interaction is based on a 
story that is strongly related to the culture of the 
user. The drawback of this vision is the cultural 
dependency of Kansei Experience.

Finally, we hope to have raised the aware-
ness of Kansei media and communication in 
the field of HCI and demonstrated through our 
proposed Kansei Experience of the significant 
potential a Kansei approach could have on ICT 
usage and entertainment.
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